
Displays



Schreibers Packaging
We are a third generation familyowned and We are a third generation familyowned and 
-driven company. We proudly produce and de-
liver wooden boxes and displays to all of 
Europe. Troughout the years, our company 
has evolved from being a small furniture work-
shop to producing wooden boxes and displays 
in the thousands. 
Schreibers Packaging is run by Lars Schreiber. 
Having production, sales, and development 
under the same roof gives us the opportunity 
of managing every single order closely. Due to 
the fact that Schreiber Packaging is a family 
business we provide safety when it comes to 
delivery and quality. Every single person who 
works here will go the extra mile to make sure 
that all boxes are sent at the scheduled time 
and of our wellknown quality. 

We are specialists in unique displays and 
packaging solutions. Everything is produced 
We are specialists in unique displays and 
packaging solutions. Everything is produced 
from Nordic wood – sustainable and ecofriendly 
of course. We manage both large scale quanti-
ties as well as unique products such as exhibi-
tion designs. 
With product development and production in-
house we are extremely competent in tailoring 
a unique solution to match your needs. 



Design



When designing a display it is always in 
close coorporation with our customers.  

We kindly ask you to consider different 
designs which may contribute to your dis-
play’s flexibility and presentation.  
We offer great experience within designing 
retail- and POS displays. Whether you are 
in the market for a discrete counter dis-
play or a large scale display to fit a EURO 
pallet we can help you. 

During the design proccess you may con-
sider some of the following options:

- Wheels
- Colour
- Dimensions (outer and inner)
- Shape
- Flexibility
  Do you need removable shelves?
- Branding
- Carrying capacity- Carrying capacity
  How much weight on each shelve?
- Assembling
  Who assembles the display? 

Please be inspired on the following pages Please be inspired on the following pages 
by some of our previous designs. If you do 
not find a match to your products please 
do not hesitate to call us. We would love 
to design a unique display fitted to match 
your products. 



Floor displays



Big box
Outer dimensions:
H187
W60
D32,5cm

Inner dimensions Inner dimensions 
(boxes):
H33,5
W54
D19cm

Topper dimensions:
H40
W60cmW60cm

Each box can con-
tain 12 bottles of 
wine. 

Also comes as 
double sided.  

Possible branding 
on topper and 
fronts.



Variable
extra
Outer dimensions:
H165
W75,5
D52cm

Inner dimensions Inner dimensions 
(boxes):
H33,5
W69,5
D19cm

Topper dimensions:
H20
W72,7W72,7

  



Space wonder with/without legs
Outer dimensions:
H157
W38,5
D55cm

Inner dimensions:
H34H34
W33,2
D49,5cm

Topper dimensions:
H40
W35,7

For spaceconsuming pro-
ducts. Fits up to 96 bottles.   ducts. Fits up to 96 bottles.   

Possible branding on topper
and fronts. 



Spice
Dimensions as required.

Fixed shelve spacers. 

Ideal for spices, seed 
bags and other small
products.

Possible branding on Possible branding on 
fronts. 

 

  



Basic slimline
Outer dimensions:
H165,5
W39,8
D60cm

Inner dimensions (shelves):
L37L37
W34,2
D58,5cm

Possible branding on topper all 
the way around and on fronts. 

  



Multi
Fits a quarter pallet or
dimensions as required.

Adjustable with fewer or higher
shelves.  

Possible branding on topper 
and fronts. and fronts. 

  



Tower
Outer dimensions: 
H180
W50
D50cm

Inner dimensions (shelves):
H25H25
W46
D50cm

Topper dimensions:
H12cm

Fits a quarter pallet or
dimensions as required.

Adjustable number of Adjustable number of 
shelves.
Possible branding on topper, 
fronts and plinth. 
A display with a 360 degree 
view for optimum
eye catcher. Easily accessible eye catcher. Easily accessible 
shelves, which
makes both filling and re-
moving easy.
  



Double Tower
Dimensions as required. 

Adjustable number of shelves.
Possible branding on topper, fronts and 
plinth. 

A display with a 360 degree view for opti-A display with a 360 degree view for opti-
mum eye catcher. 

Easily accessible shelves, which makes both 
filling and removing easy. 
  



Rustika
Our bestseller for
wine bottles. 

The number of shelves 
can be changed and 
adjusted.

Possible branding on Possible branding on 
topper, fronts, and the 
lower box. 

  



Wave
Luxurious display with fine 
details on the top. 

Easily accessible with a 360 
degree view.

Maximum utilization of all Maximum utilization of all 
shelves.

Dimensions and number of 
shelves can be adjusted. 

  



Simple 5
Simple display with high 
shelf fronts, which ensure 
that light or tall products 
do not topple over. 

Possible branding on topper Possible branding on topper 
and fronts. 

Dimensions and number of 
shelves can be adjusted. 

  



Soda
Simple display with high 
shelf fronts, which ensure 
that light or tall products 
do not topple over. 

360 degree view for easy ac-360 degree view for easy ac-
cessibility.

Possible branding on topper 
and fronts. 

Dimensions and number of 
shelves can be adjusted. 

  



XS
Unique designed display with 
milled shelf fronts. Made in light 
nordic birch plywood.

Removable topper that can be re-
placed or reversed.
 
Possible branding on topper and 
plinth on both sides.  

Dimensions and number of 
shelves can be adjusted.  

  



Slatwall
Classic slat wall
as a standing display.

Dimensions as 
required.
Also made as back-
side on the Tower.  side on the Tower.  

  



Bricks 
Unique designed display with a 360 
degree view for optimal accessibility.

The high shelf fronts make this dis-
play ideal for tall, slim items. 

Dimenions as required. Topper and 
plinth can be raised for more brand-
ing. 

 

  



Stairs
Functional and stylish display
with sharp edges and large
capacity in the 5 boxes.

Ideal for lying products or as
sale display whith many
different products. different products. 

Topper can be added for more 
branding.   

 

  



Hourglass
Fun and different display with
shape like an hourglass.

Double view from two sides, 
which creates air and lightness. 

A slim and airy display ideal for A slim and airy display ideal for 
narrow spaces.    

 

  



Store1
Unique designet display. Attached 
wheels for driving in and out of the 
store each day. 

Large capacity on the six shelves with 
access from all sides.

Specially designed for retail stores.  Specially designed for retail stores.  

Possible branding on topper and the 
two large vertical surfaces. 

 

  



“click” the display together. It is pretty much a large-scale puzzle – with a guide of 
course. One person can assemble one of these KLIK displays within 2 minutes. 
They come as flat packs which gives us the opportunity to pack up to 25 pcs on They come as flat packs which gives us the opportunity to pack up to 25 pcs on 
one pallet. That is good for business and good for freight costs. KLIK has the same 
weight capacity on each shelve as many of our other displays and can easily carry 
25 kg per shelve. KLIK comes in all kinds of shapes since they are cut on our CNC 
cutters. That also ensures maximum precision each time which gives you similar 
displays down to the millimeter. Whether you need a two-sided display with hooks, 
a slatwall, a wide display with adjustable shelves – they can be made as KLIK. 
Does your display require more than one message? With our KLIK displays you Does your display require more than one message? With our KLIK displays you 
can easily switch the topper or fronts to show new branding. 
We can adjust our KLIK to fit international pallet standards. We can also attach 
wooden bricks to the bottom to make them fit into the holes of the pallets. That en-
sures extra stability.
With KLIK you get a flexible display with adjustable parts if new branding is 
needed. The durability of these displays is optimized and if you don’t need the dis-
play anymore, you can simply take it apart and store it.  

KLIK
This is the ultimate DIY version of a display. We deliver all parts to you, and you 



KLIK basic
A simple KLIK display with slim 
shelves that still fits many prod-
ucts. Ideal for narrow spaces. 

Possible branding on topper, 
plinth, and fronts.  



KLIK circle
An elegant KLIK display with round 
soft cutouts, which gives a nice view 
from 3 sides. 

Dimensions and number of shelves as 
required.  

Possible branding on topper. Possible branding on topper. 

 

  



KLIK double 
hook
A two-sided display for hooks. 

Ideal for retail stores where 
products should be accessed 
from both sides.  

 



Counter displays



Table stairs
A counter display shaped like 
stairs with 20 small holes for 
slim bottles. 

Possible branding on plinth.  

 

  



Table trapez
Display with sloped shelves 
which ensures that products do 
not tumble down.  

Topper can be mounted.   

 

  



Table fold
Foldable counter display with sloped 
shelves.  

Small fronts which makes this display 
ideal for papers and flyers.   

 

  



Table Top
A functional display that fits many 
products. 

Low fronts for optimal display of 
products.  

Adjustable topper for more branding. 
  

  



KLIK Table Hook
Small and simple with hooks.  

Possible branding on topper. 

Also comes as two-sided.  

Dimensions as required. 
 

  



Table Plank
Perhaps our most simple counter 
display.  

Made of pinewood with 5 cutouts for 
bottles.  

Ideal for any slim bottle, which may Ideal for any slim bottle, which may 
need a bit support to remain 
standing.   
 

  



Contact us 
Your are always more than welcome to call us or send an email. We have great ex-
perience within designing and producing dislays and we would love to help you 
design yours. 

You may also visit our production in Toerring to see the many prototypes and get 
inspired.

Kirsten Schreiber
Sales and bookkeeping
+45 75801159
kirsten@schreibers.dk

Christina Schreiber
Sales 

+45 60198067+45 60198067
christina@schreibers.dk



Torvegade 97
7160 Toerring

Denmark

Tel: +45 75 80 11 59
Mail: info@schreibers.dk

www.schreibers.dk

Schreibers
Packaging A/S


